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The compact crossover Hyundai Tucson was introduced by the Korean company in The car was
equipped with gasoline engines 2. Only four-wheel drive vehicles with gasoline engines were
supplied to Russia. Prices for Hyundai Tucson began with a mark of 26 thousand dollars. From
most markets, the crossover went away in or with the introduction of the new Hyundai ix35 , but
for example, in China the car was sold for several more years. And in Brazil, the Tucson is still
manufactured â€” with a two-liter engine, capable of running on gasoline or ethyl alcohol. The
second generation Hyundai Tucson was introduced in The former name was preserved only in
the markets of Korea, the USA and some countries of South America, and for the rest of the
world the model was sold as Hyundai ix On the crossover was installed a two-liter petrol engine
with a capacity of liters. The Korean market also offered a version with an horsepower diesel
engine of the same volume, and in the US â€” with a 2. Hyundai Tucson was offered with both
front and all-wheel drive, the cars were equipped with a manual transmission or a six-speed
automatic. Also for the American market was prepared a small-scale version of the Tucson
FCEV with an kilowatt electric motor, the energy for which was produced in fuel cells working
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been a great car with the exception of its 2. This post will examine the problems that this engine
gives car owners- and will also provide sound solutions. Built as an engine to a viable solution
of some of the environmental issues we face, the 2. Additionally, the 2. Originally intended to
provide the best torque as well as fuel efficiency, the 2. In fact, one owner of the 2. During the
trip, I was diligently using cruise control, and it was equipped with a 2. Keep in mind, the first 2.
We begin with its faulty fuel pumps, and can continue on with its defective lifters and camshafts
within the high-pressure pump. With the chance misfires as well as a car coming to a complete
stop, the camshaft damage will halt the engine dead. Then you have to factor in the the extra
triangular lobe on the end of the camshaft for the high-pressure fuel pump- that can deteriorate
quickly. But the chain type motors saw improvement with a roller lifter as well as a four-sided
lobe added. This appears to be a result of the PCV system seeping. Once you have the seeping,
you have the engine using the oil in two different ways. One detrimental result is a larger
buildup of carbon, even if top-notch fuel is used. And with that carbon build up, you can have
misfire issues. This can also bring your car to a screeching halt. You take a faulty and badlydesigned timing chain tensioner and you can almost guarantee tremendous as well as major
engine damage. For one 2. They provide quite a lot of power. There are many reasons for this
engine to be so good. But with any machine man-made comes its share of plusses and
minuses. For the following 2. Check out the problems this engine gives to some owners.
Maintain it. If you don't plan on keeping the car past the month car payment, then do the least
required maintenance and trade it in. The 2. I am keeping my theta 2. Before then, the engine will
be replaced. Whoever gets it dirt cheap used will have a new or rebuilt engine. My neighbors 2.
This is mitigated by the longer warranty, recall and design tweaks that lower the chances of
failure. Beyond basic transportation, we all buy for different priorities. If you want absolute
lowest cost of ownership and reliability, a base model proven design from Toyota is a good bet.
For me, I want the latest tech, safety features and a certain level of comfort. The Santa Fe
Ultimate delivers all of that for thousands less than the competition so I'm willing to take a
chance on the engine. This is no different than deciding to buy a BMW, Audi or Merc and to take
the risk of expensive electronics failures because you value the other attributes of the vehicle
more. The regulators explored the possibility that Hyundai did enough for consumers regarding
the recalls of over 1 million vehicles with Theta engines, that were open to uncharacteristic and

large amounts of seizing and noise. Back in September of , Hyundai recalled about , vehicles
within the model years of The Sonatas that were equipped with 2-liter and 2. During that time,
Hyundai reportedly shared with the NHTSA that the manufacturing problems with the engines
resulted in metallic debris left around the engine crankshaft, with resulted in issues with oil
flow. The chunks of metal could potentially interfere with the oil flow within the connecting rod
bearings. This could result in damage to the connecting rods. Within April , Hyundai expanded
the recall issued in to include yet another , vehicles outfitted with the dangerous Theta II
engines. Hyundai then relayed to safety regulators that the same metal debris issue was the
reason for the expanded recall. What do owners of Hyundai say about the engines in their cars?
We have the complains below! The vehicle had 66, mileage. I made sure everything was up to
date and fixed prior to purchasing vehicle. Long story short with all the recalls these Sonatas
have engine being one of themâ€¦ I stalled on the highway due to this almost causing an
accident with the fear of being seriously injured and causing injury to another person due to
this. I contacted Hyundai motor corporation and Better Business Bureauâ€¦ I traded in the
vehicle only getting 1, for it when I still owed 6, and had to pay that out of my pocket. All of this
could have been avoided if Hyundai was cooperative but instead, they did nothing! I
immediately pulled over because the car started to slow down while pressing on the accelerator
and before I stopped all the lights on the panel were out. I put the car in park and tried to cut it
off with the push stop button and it would not cut off. Then I called road side assistance and
before I ended the call the engine cut off without pressing the engine stop button. If I was on the
highway or in a busy area, this could have ended in a fatality. Finally, in February , Hyundai had
a fix for the manufacturer's alleged metal debris that was getting into the engine. The car was
serviced and determined all was well. Today, June 21, , the car stalled while leaving for work. I
restarted the car successfully; however, milliseconds later, the engine shut off. This kept
happening every time I restarted the car. The car had to be towed to the dealership. I inquired if
it had to do anything with the recent recall mentioned above. I find it VERY hard to believe that
these two incidents or issues are unrelated. Worth [Texas], I noticed [that] the check engine
light [came] on. I pulled off the freeway to the service road and stopped. I shut the motor off, got
out and raised the hood. I checked the oil, checked the antifreeze bottle and looked under the
car. All levels of fluids were correct. I re-started the car and checked the gauges. All were
normal. I had this engine lite problem at the end of July and called the service dept of Absolute
Hyundai of Mesquite to see if I needed to have the car towed in. They told me it was all right to
drive it in as long as the engine lite was not blinking. Having been told a month earlier that I
could still drive it if the lite stayed on I continued to drive home. I continued to the next exit in
the break down lane at 10mph and got to the service road where the engine died. It would not
restart. Are you sick and tired of that Hyundai with the troublesome 2. Sell that car to Cash Cars
Buyer! You can obtain a FREE online instant quote here and call us so that we can make you a
guaranteed offer! Get ready to turn that old clunker into cool cash! Your instant offer awaits
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harm. It was labeled as an entry-level SUV and marketed to people who wanted a tough, robust
and spacious vehicle without burning much of a hole in their wallet. It had the bare necessities
to bring people from point A to point B and nothing more. The Tucson was a good enough
vehicle, but it had nothing to make it stand out in the aggressive automobile market of the
United States. The GL was powered by a horsepower 2. The GLS and the Limited were powered
by a horsepower 2. Standard features included alloy wheels, four-wheel disc brakes, stability
control and airbags. The Limited trim featured leather seats, a sunroof, climate control and an
improved audio system. The first Tucson was generally described as an adequate enough
vehicle. The engine power just manages to move the vehicle though it may struggle when it
comes to inclines. The V6 engine was a small improvement over the four-cylinder but it still
lacked the punch. The interior is spacious though rather bare and handling was forgettable. The
GL is powered by a horsepower 2. The GLS and Limited are powered with a horsepower 2. They
come with a six-speed automatic transmission and are available in either front-wheel or
all-wheel drive variations. The GLS has Bluetooth integration, improved suspension, cruise
control and alloy wheels. The Limited offers leather seating, climate control, sun roof, inch
wheels and a navigation system. The second Tucson was a big improvement over the previous
one. The engine is more than adequate for the vehicle, hauling a full load of people through
moderate inclines without much strain. The handling has been tightened somewhat, giving a
much more controlled and responsive driving experience. The interior design is much more
improved than the bare essentials of some other SUV lines. Driving your Hyundai Tucson
should always be smooth, seamless, and worry-free. Its sporty exterior, complemented with a
spacious and roomy interior, is a picture of how SUVs should be. Over time, however, it is
inevitable that your trusty crossover will be a little bit rusty; some of its parts will be a little too
faulty and worn out. Before that happens, take the necessary action. Here are a few tips on how
you can keep your Hyundai Tucson in good shape:. To ensure your Tucson's optimal
performance every time, avoid letting your engine oil stay in there for more than six months.
Keep a schedule where you can see how often you should bring your SUV to your dealer to
replace your oil and other parts. This will prevent your SUV from experiencing engine problems
due to low oil level or a dirty filter. Low oil level can cause engine failure. Just think of how
much it would cause to replace your engine. Having brake problems is often the cause of most
vehicular accidents, but you can do something to prevent this from happening. It is as easy as
checking the condition of your front and rear discs and pads for signs of wearing out. If you can
already see evidences of excessive wear and tear, then you should replace the part
immediately. Keeping a worn-out brake disc or pad could be very risky, but replacing it would
just be cheap and easy. If lately you've been having a hard time driving and seeing the road and
the vehicles around you when there's heavy rain, then there must be something wrong with
your wiper blades. Inspect your wiper blades if there are any foreign objects, like dead insects
or fallen leaves that are making them to unable to function properly. Clean the blades using mild
soap and water. However, if the problem is caused by a faulty wiper blade, replace them both at
once to save your time and to ensure that your parts will be working perfectly again. Whenever
you check your engine oil level, make sure to also check your coolant level. Having enough
coolant in your radiator helps keep your car from overheating. Bear in mind that you should
change the coolant every 30, miles. While you're at it, take time to also inspect your radiator for
signs of corrosion. A rusty radiator may cause the heat exchanger to fail and other problems in
your engine. Checking your SUV's air filters should be also part of your regular maintenance
routine. If you think your air filter cannot be cleaned by blowing compressed air through it
anymore, then you should replace it immediately. Do not attempt to clean it with soap and
water, as it will just wreck your filter. Do not dare to drive without the filter on; it can result to
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